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Price and volume measures in ESA 95

 Covered in ESA 95 chapter 10, SNA 93 chapter XVI (SNA 08 chapter XV)

 Importance of harmonized methods of price and volume measures: 

 Administration of Pact for stability and growth

 Important instrument for economic policy

 Development of prices over time 

 Price adjusted economic values over time (volume growth of GDP) 

 Comparing different economies at the same time (development, level) 

 Basic principles for price and volume measures in the EU:  

 Commission Decisions 98/715 and 2002/990 

 Eurostat Handbook on price and volume measures

 Reports of specific task forces (recommendations)  

 Member states have submitted price and volume inventories

 Efforts on harmonization in progress, especially on individually attributable

non-market services (education, health) 
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 ESA 10.66: „Estimating accounts data in constant prices has to be done at the 

finest level of detail possible if the data are to be consistent within the 

framework of an integrated system of price and volume measures. The supply 

and use tables form the central, conceptual and statistical framework for 

all the measures at constant prices. Additional data are found in 

supplementary tables.” 

 SU-Tables as ideal framework for a system of consistent price indicators which 

relate to a system of economic independent flows of goods and service: 

 Creation of transparency between prices for consumption, production, 

imports and exports (deflators) 

 Provision of consistent weights for the calculation of different versions of 

price indices (e.g. production price indices for goods or for activities) 

Real supply/use tables and ESA 95
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Generating an integrated system

 An integrated system of price and volume indices should be based on flow of

goods specified by the system of national accounts

Integrated 
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Requirements for a real accounting system

 Calculation on detailed level of flow of goods: Central database of price indices

containing as much price information for each transaction as possible

 Consideration of all the assumptions concerning the purchase of goods by

different trade channels and the impact of margins and taxes: All the

assumptions of the IO-model must be integrated in the real accounting system, 

involves a detailed reproducing of all the valuation steps from the basic price

version to the purchasers‘ price version

 Assessment of adequacy of price indices for specific transactions

 Hierarchy in the use of price information: Indices based on real price

information must be preferred to the remaining indices

 Getting from available price information to non-existing price data (e.g. margins) 

 Use of as much as possible information of the production, expenditure and the

income approach and the SU-balancing process

MAIN RULE FOR CALCULATING REAL SU-TABLES: EQUAL ISSUES 

HAVE TO BE TREATED EQUALLY ON THE SUPPLY SIDE AS WELL AS 

ON THE USE SIDE 

PRICE DEVELOPMENT SELLER SIDE = PRICE DEVELOPMENT 

PURCHASER SIDE 
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Central database for price indices
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SU-Tables as a framework for price statistics
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Current Balancing of real SU-Tables in Austria

 At the moment sequential balancing, not simultaneous, based on nominally

balanced SU-Tables

Feedback on preliminary real goods and services accounts:

Eliminating implausible development of value-added

Real production accounts :

Analysis of impact on value-added

Real goods and services accounts:

Eliminating imbalances

Real accounts by integrating:

Price indices for goods Price indices for activities

Interlinked consideration of:

Goods and services accounts Production accounts

Requirement of congruence for:

Principal and secondary production of goods Typical and additional use of goods

Initial point:

Goods and services accounts
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Imbalances of goods and production accounts

Possible reasons for preliminary imbalances

 Different index values for equal issues on the supply

side as well as on the use side

 Different level of detail: Deflation of aggregates of

goods or parts of the valuation matrices on the one hand

and of detailed single components on the other hand

 Different composition of the product-mix on the supply

and the use side

Further approach: 

 Balancing agricultural and manufacturing goods: Based

on commodity-flow account

 Balancing services: Based on nominal balancing data set
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Real balancing and Commodity-Flow account

Commodity-Flow account: 

 Calculated for agricultural and manufactured goods (CPA 01-36) 

 Allocation of domestically available supply (domestic production+imports-

exports) to final demand categories

 Displays flow of specific goods from supply at producers´ prices to use at

purchasers´prices by defining rates for intermediate and final use

categories, assumptions on the purchase of goods by different trade

channels and margin and tax rate for each good

Advantages of the commodity-flow approach for real balancing:

 Permanent equality of supply and use side, no SU-imbalances

 Full transparency over the steps of valuation

 Availability of information of goods at a very detailed level (CPA-6 digit

level according CPA 2003 classification)   

 Fully automated system: Immediate availability of new nominal and real 

results, when the nominal flow account is changed

BUT: For full real accounts further calculation steps are necessary:    

 Not the total balancing process is displayed

 No activity dimensions (important for supply and intermediate consumption)
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Distribution and valuation of goods

Total supply at
producers´prices

Domestic
production

Intermediate consumption Direct purchase

Wholesale

Retail sale

Private and public
consumption

… 

Imports

Intermediate consumption
Direct purchase

Wholesale

Retail sale

Private and public
Consumption

…

Provenance                       Destination                   Trade channels

(Valuation) 

Good at producers´prices+Trade and transport margins+non deductable VAT

=Good at purchasers´prices

This equation has to be valid in nominal as well as in real terms
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Adequacy of price indices for transactions
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Calculating real valuation steps: Feedback loop
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Further steps for full real accounts

 Calculation of a difference line to obtain the boundary values of

the Balancing Process per producing industry (NACE-2-digit)

 Transforming the column vector of the boundary values of the Comflow

Account for production and intermediate consumption to the

matrix form with the activity dimension by iterative RAS-Adjustment

Algorithm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   𝐍𝐀𝐂𝐄𝟏 (𝟐𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭) 𝐍𝐀𝐂𝐄𝟐 (𝟐𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭) ⋯ 𝐍𝐀𝐂𝐄𝐧 (𝟐𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭) 
𝐂𝐏𝐀𝟏 (𝟔𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭)

𝐂𝐏𝐀𝟐 (𝟔𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭)

⋮
𝐂𝐏𝐀𝐧 (𝟔𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭)

𝐃𝐢𝐟𝐟  𝟐𝐝𝐢𝐠𝐢𝐭  

 
  

𝐶𝑃𝐴1/𝐼𝑛𝑑1 𝐶𝑃𝐴1/𝐼𝑛𝑑2 ⋯ 𝐶𝑃𝐴1/𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑛

𝐶𝑃𝐴2/𝐼𝑛𝑑1 𝐶𝑃𝐴2/𝐼𝑛𝑑2 ⋯ 𝐶𝑃𝐴2/𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑛

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝐶𝑃𝐴𝑛/𝐼𝑛𝑑1 𝐶𝑃𝐴𝑛/𝐼𝑛𝑑2 ⋯ 𝐶𝑃𝐴𝑛/𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑛

 

 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝐶𝑃𝐴             𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝐶𝑃𝐴 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝐶𝑃𝐴 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝐶𝑃𝐴  

 
 

𝐵𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐴1_𝐶𝐹

𝐵𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐴2_𝐶𝐹

⋮
𝐵𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐴𝑛 _𝐶𝐹

𝐵𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐴2_𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓

 

  𝐵𝑉𝐼𝑛𝑑 1
𝐵𝑎𝑙

                 𝐵𝑉𝐼𝑛𝑑 2
𝐵𝑎𝑙

    ⋯         𝐵𝑉𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑛
𝐵𝑎𝑙

 

CPA x NACE 

∑ 

∑ 
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Balancing real services accounts

Based on the nominal balancing data set with the full range of relevant variables: 

 Not the same detail information as for agricultural and manufactured goods

disposable: product-mix, price index availability

 Not as detailed consideration on different valuation steps as for agricultural

and manufactured goods necessary: No trade and transport margins for

services

Real balancing procedure for services: 

 Allocation of prices indices and creation of preliminary real accounts

 Analysing the reasons for imbalances: equal issues not treated equally on 

supply and use side, use of different indices, use of different index values

 Basic rule for further steps: The best information concerning the real 

transaction (level of detail, quality of price information, adequacy) has to be

used respectively

 Manual corrections from the supply side to the use side and vice versa

 Change of indices by fixing one account side and transmitting real 

information on the other account side (Automatically by programme): 

Creation of a quota calculation system which is transferred into the fully

coded balancing data file
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Preliminary accounts and analysing imbalances

 Detail information on product-mix

 Flow of goods at basic prices and at purchasers´prices

Good 45A Works for complete construction or parts thereof
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Correction 1: Manual correction steps

 Separate allocation of indices to the components of the valuation

matrix on the use side
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Correction 2: Transforming from use to supply

 Production of the use of specific goods: construction below ground bridge 

construction TBBB against construction below ground others TBSO
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Correction 3: Transforming from supply to use

 Elimination of high surplusses in use of HBSO (Construction above ground

others), in use of TBSO (Construction below ground others)  and in UST 

(VAT non-deductable)  

 Real SU-equilibrium at prices of the previous year
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Summary and outlook

 High requirements for an integrated system can be met well so far

 Works for continuous improvements are in progress

 Importance of price statistics for National Accounts 

 Future work: 

 Improvements for the service activities in general

 Special approaches: e.g. ESA revision and treatment of R&D as

capital goods Index for R&D 


